
{p4} Building Color Series in three phases 
Final critique over all three phases:____________________

Problem:
You will be creating three high quality works of art using three different approaches 
to color, material, technique and scale. However, you will be using the same 
photographic image for ALL three works of art. Consider how changing the color 
relationship of an image will change the mood, content, impression and formal focus 
of each piece. 
	
Source Image {photograph that YOU have taken}
+ Your image choice is crucial to your success {choose wisely}
+ You will need to have your image choice approved by your WASH professor 

via email by:____________.
+ Spend time harvesting your photo library, looking for the following components:
+ Formally interesting+strong image {composition}
+ Conceptually interesting image {not cheesy}
+ An image that you are excited about {remember you will be using this same image 

to create THREE works of art}
+ Must be a photograph with value variety {not high contrast}
+ All other aspects of your source image are open, as long as it meets all above 

criteria and is a photograph YOU have taken
 
Found Color {phase one}
Suggested Measurements: 6” x 6” 
Color Relationship: Choose a color scheme
Materials: Free color swatches {walmart, home depot} single hole punch, clear 
drying glue, modge podge, wood glue+wood for framing
Technique: Collage hole punch remnant based on the color relationship to create 
your image on masonite. You will cover the entire piece of masonite with this collage 
and have the option of coating the surface with modge podge, matte medium or 
gloss medium when completed. 
Frame: You will build a cradle frame, so the piece extends off the wall. The depth of 
the frame, along with the treatment of the surface {paint, collage, stain, natural} is up 
to you.
Surface: must be completely covered with hole punch remnants. you may choose to 
xerox your source image and attach to the masonite, in order to simply collage 
directly on top {making the underlying xerox copy hidden}
Label on the BACK: your first+last name, must be on the back, not the front of work
Timeline: Process critique over phase one; in process: ________________.

Torn+Mixed Color {phase two}
Suggested Measurements: 12” x 12” OR  8” x 8”
Color Relationship: Different Color scheme

WASH
   {Workshop in Art Studio+History} 

surface
S T U D I O
achromatic
actual color
analogous
absence of color
chroma
color deficiencies
color mixing
color perception
color psychology
color scheme
color theory
color relationship
color wheel
complementary color
composition
conceptual
cradle frame
focal point
found color
formal choices
gesso
harmony
implied color
informed artistic choices
intentional
layered color
optical mixing
pointillism
saturation
shade
source image
tint
torn color
transparent color
triadic
value
veiled color
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Materials: Several bristol paper sheets, wax paper, masonite, acrylic or craft paint, 
variety of brushes, clear drying glue, modge podge or matte medium, wood glue
+wood for framing, NO SCISSORS
Technique: Using either acrylic or craft paint create a variety of surface treatments 
on several sheets of bristol paper. Thick, thin, textured, expressive, watery, as well as 
a variety of values {tints=adding white; shades=adding black} with in your color 
palette. Collage these layers onto masonite to create a different impression of your 
image. Option to coat surface with modge podge or matte medium when finished.
Frame:You will build a cradle frame, so the piece extends off the wall. The depth of 
the frame, along with the treatment of the surface {paint, collage, stain, natural} is up 
to you.
Surface: Must be completely covered with torn paper.
Label on the BACK: your first+last name, must be on the back, not the front of work
Timeline: Process critique phase two {semi-done} on:________________.

Transparent+Layered Color {phase three}
Suggested Measurements: 12” x 12”   OR   8” x 8” 
Color Relationship: Choose a different color scheme
Materials: Masonite, sheets of vellum, sheets of tracing paper, wax paper, gesso, 
acrylic or craft paint, ink, markers, colored pencils, clear drying glue, clear tape, 
watercolor, bleach, whiteout, scissors, hole punch, modge podge or matte medium, 
wood glue+wood for framing {no plastic wrap}
Technique: Using layers of any combination of vellum, tracing paper and/or wax 
paper with any combination of materials listed above within your color scheme 
create a layered painting/drawing/collage that investigate transparency, veiling, 
hidden images and exposed images/elements. You may choose to cut the vellum 
into small piece, tear, crumple, fold, hinge these multiple layers to create your overall 
image. Aspects of the surface can extend off the picture plane.
Frame:You will build a cradle frame, so the piece extends off the wall. The depth of 
the frame, along with the treatment of the surface {paint, collage, stain, natural} is up 
to you.
Surface: Must be completely covered with vellum/tracing paper/wax paper layers.
Label on the BACK: your first+last name, must be on the back, not the front of work
Timeline: Mini-Process critique phase three {semi-done} on via WASH facebook 
page uploading by: ______________ . Respond to each other’s work, ask smart 
questions to ensure feedback. You are required to ask a specific question on 
how your work can improve AND respond to at least THREE WASHers pieces, 
by helping them improve their work. Leave no WASHer behind. 
 
Evaluation: 
+ Working within ALL project parameters+guidelines
+ Use of color {mixing+general color sensitivity}
+ Overall craft {surface+gluing+structure}
+ Formal Elements {source image transformation}
+ Conceptual Elements {color connection + color theory}

Final Critique over the Completed Series: ______________.

                             



Bring a high quality reproduction of your source image AND phase one, two and 
three all completed, installed per your instructors directions and ready for critique by 
9:15am. Post your most successful phase from the series to our Facebook page by 
1pm on the day of our group critique. NO LATE WORK.

Visual Journal Component {have ready for next  VJ checkpoint}
+ Document all process critiques+discussions {detailed notes on your work+others}
+ Explain why you choose the image you did; how+why is it important to you?
+ How is your source image visually strong?
+ How do you expect viewers to respond to this work?
+ Why did you choose the color schemes that you did and what do they 

communicate?
+ How has is each phase of this series different from the original source image?
+ Consider how in each phase of this series you are breaking and layering the 

surface and altering your original image; how does the content change based on 
technique and based on color scheme?

+ Document your process and attach a copy of your original source image
+ Define the vocabulary on this handout

                             


